LOCATION OTHER THAN HOME

NROWS incorporated a number of upgrades the Navy Reserve has been requesting for years. Specifically, it now allows Reservists to start and end AT/ADT orders from a Location Other Than Home (LOTH), providing significant flexibility. AT and ADT orders can begin or end from any location, to include starting or ending in place, but the reimbursement for travel expenses will be limited to the cost of traveling from the Reservists Permanent Residence.

BACK TO BACK ORDERS

NROWS now allows Back to Back (B2B) orders to route through DTS, significantly shortening travel claim processing times. CNRFC invested three months of NROWS programing capacity to develop a way to process B2B travel via DTS. This solution has each NROWS Order in a B2B set import into DTS as its own authorization, which will require its own DTS Voucher (Travel Claim). All travel expenses during the first NROWS Order goes on the first DTS Voucher; all expenses during the second NROWS Order goes on the second DTS Voucher.

NROWS PASSWORD RESETS

NROWS Build 34 includes the ability for SELRES to reset their own passwords if they have not logged into NROWS within 60 days. Previously, the Help Desk had to be contacted for password resets. This change will improve connectivity efficiency throughout the Force.

SAILOR 2025

The Navy is working on a series of initiatives called Sailor 2025. These initiatives are aimed at modernizing the personnel management and training systems to more effectively recruit, train and manage the force of tomorrow all while improving the Navy’s warfighting readiness. The work is transforming the industrial-age personnel system and supporting IT infrastructure with the goal of having an integrated pay and personnel system within the next few years.